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Internal Assessment Activity 1.4a 

Subject Visual Arts 

Activity name Tūrangawaewae 

 

Achievement 

Standard 

1.4 Produce resolved artwork within an authentic context 

Credits 5 

Assessment Method Internal – Zine 

Teaching and Learning 

time 

50 hours 

 

 

Curriculum Key Concepts/Content 

 

Strand Connections: 

 Understanding the contexts of place-based or site-specific artworks 

 Interpreting meaning in others' artworks that relate to place/time 

 Communicating own meaning in a significant artwork related to place 

 Applying knowledge of photography technical and pictorial conventions 

 Applying knowledge of design technical, pictorial and layout conventions appropriate to the zine 

context 

 Developing visual ideas to communicate meaning about personal relationship(s) with a site. 

 

Significant learning: 

 Demonstrate an understanding of connections that can exist between people, places and objects 

 Engage in learning that connects to local and authentic contexts 

 Demonstrate understanding of the role of art through research, authentic experience, and art 

making. 
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Kupu Māori 

 

Kaitiakitanga: guardianship, stewardship 

Mana motuhake: separate identity, autonomy, self-government, self-determination, independence, 
sovereignty, authority - mana through self-determination and control over one's own destiny. 

Tangata whenua: local people, hosts, indigenous people - people born of the whenua, i.e. Of the placenta 
and of the land where the people's ancestors have lived and where their placenta are buried. 

Tūrangawaewae: a land mark, which means a place where one has the right to stand - place where one 
has rights of residence and belonging through kinship and whakapapa. 

Whakataukī: refers to proverbs, prophecies, genealogy or combinations of each 

 

Student Instructions 

 

Student Activity 

In this activity, students will produce a double-sided A3 Zine that communicates their personal 

relationship with a place of historical significance. 

 

Students will: 

 visit a local site of historical significance 

 generate photographic and drawing imagery 

 investigate typographic conventions 

 consider personal relationships with the site through Whakataukī 

 produce a zine. 

 

Assessment Timeline 

 Task 1: Site visit and Generating Resource Imagery – 1 week approx. 

 Task 2: Typography Research – 1 week approx. 

 Task 3: Whakataukī in Typography – 2 weeks approx. 

 Task 4: Combining Whakataukī and Imagery – 1 week approx. 

 Task 5: Zine Development – 2-3 weeks approx. 

 

What the student will need to think about before they begin this assessment 
 

You will have investigated a range of visual and other information about your chosen site before starting 

this assessment activity. 

 

You will explore the concepts of: 

 Tangata Whenua 

 Kaitiakitanga 
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 Mana Motuhake 

 

 

What the student needs to do 

 

Part 1: Site Visit and Generating Resource Imagery 

 

As a class you will visit a local site of historical significance. 

 

Generate a wide range of visual resources so you have plenty of choices to work with. 

 

Take photos and document the site. Ideas include: 

 

 Wide landscape establishing shots of the landscape, scenery, horizon, mountainscape, cliffs, land, 

ocean, trails, tracks. 

 Capture objects within the park. Trees, buildings, hills, people, animals, shells. 

 Close ups. Leaves, sections of trees, buildings, hills. 

 Textures. Leaves, grass, tree branches, sand. 

 Natural patterns. Waves, grass, wood. 

 Panoramas. 

 

When taking photos, keep in mind the photographic conventions you have learnt. As well as taking 

photographs, you should record the environment using drawings, observational notes, rubbings (frottage), 

or any other appropriate methods. 

 

From this visit you will document your photographs, drawings, textures, frottages, observations and contact 

sheets on 2x A3 Pages. 

 

2x A3 pages of generated imagery and notes 

 

 

Part 2 : Typography Research 

 

a.) Looking at established practice in the Aotearoa New Zealand context 

 

You will look at established practice, and research artists who work with conventions using type. 

Investigate the work of Dr Johnson Witehira and either one other artist from the following list, or any other 

artists, who work with conventions using type. This will help you with ideas for your zine. 

 

 Tawera Tahuri 

 Shannon Te Ao 

 Nicole Foreshew 

 Ngahuia Harrison 
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Think about what you have learned from these artists and how it may change or influence what you design. 

Attach two examples of their work onto your A3 page and make brief annotations about the following: 

 

 What typographic conventions have they used? How have they used these conventions? 

For example; font types, size, angles, upper/lower case, colour, layering/overlapping, text 

hierarchy.  

 What media, processes, and techniques did they use to produce the work? 

 What is the meaning and interpretation of the work? 

 What ideas might I use in my work? What images have I already made that will be able to be used? 

 

 

b.) Looking at established practice in an international context 

 

Select one or two of the following designers to research: 

 

 David Carson 

 Neville Brody 

 Adam Frutiger 

 

On an A3 page attach examples of their work and make brief annotations on the following: 

 

 What typographic conventions have they used? How have they used these conventions? 

For example; font types, size, angles, upper/lower case, colour, layering/overlapping, text hierarchy. 

 What media, processes, and techniques did they use to produce the work? 

 What is the meaning and interpretation of the work? 

 What ideas might I use in my work? What images have I already made that will be able to be used? 

 

A3 page of annotated examples 

 

 

Part 3: Whakataukī in Typography 

 

Look at selected whakataukī and/or other proverbs that relate to ideas of whenua or your own culture. You 

will use this to develop your ideas from and explain your connection to your space/site. 

 

Select one of the Whakataukī that has meaning to you. 

 

Make notes about what you think this means in relation to the site and yourself. 

 

Experiment with expressive ways you can use typography to communicate your whakataukī and the ideas 

behind it. 
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Using an A3 page, create a series of type experiments using a range of hand-made or digital processes. 

Consider the conventions you looked at in your research. 

 

 

Part 4: Combining Whakataukī and Imagery 

 

In this practical task you will extend your ideas about your whakataukī by combining your type experiments 

with mark making and photographic and drawing imagery. You will explore the idea of language being a 

mark. 

 

Using ideas from your investigation of artists, generate a series of 4 A4 sized design works which 

experiment with combining selected typography experiments with your photographic imagery from the site, 

cyanotype prints, and expressive mark making techniques. 

 

Consider possibilities such as: 

 

 desaturating or lowering the saturation of images 

 opacity and blending layers of images and type 

 creating visual spaces for type over images etc… 

 

4x A4 sized design works 

 

Assessment Activity: Zine Development 

 

Zine size (165mm x 210mm) 

 

Use the most successful designs from your experiments to develop and produce your final zine. 

 Using an A3 page, create a layout plan of the template you will use for your zine. Your layout plan 

should show how you will organise the text and content you will use across your zine. Ensure the 

text and page layout is appropriate to the folding format of your zine. 

 Create 2 concepts for possible covers for your zine. Apply appropriate media, processes, and 

techniques you have used in incorporating type and image (the typographic conventions) 

 Development of your zine - reflect upon and refine the strongest features of your work so far. Use 

your most successful ideas to create the final page designs for your zine. 

 Produce your resolved zine that shows proficient control of production process and procedures. 

 Print it as a double sided A3 page and then fold and construct your final zine. You can practice 

making this first with a blank piece of paper and following the zine folding instructions. 

 

What evidence the student will provide 

 

The outcome will be: 1 double-sided A3 page, folded and constructed into a zine including images and text.  

 

Zine size (165mm x 210mm) 
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Further evidence will be provided by: 

 your photographic imagery, notes and drawings from the site. 

 investigation of established design practice. 

 typography experiments using ideas from your artist model investigation. 

 modified drawing and photographic images and typography experiments. 

 zine concepts for covers. 

 developments for final zine. 

 design works which experiment with combining selected typography experiments. 

 

How student work will be assessed 

 

At Achieved, students will produce a double-sided A3 Zine that communicates a personal relationship with 

a place of historical significance that: 

 

 uses media, processes, and techniques relevant to their zine outcome. 

 uses appropriate established practices that are informed by a related set of typographic 

conventions. 

 

At Merit, students will produce a double-sided A3 Zine that communicates a personal relationship with a 

place of historical significance that: 

 

 consistently manages media, processes, and techniques relevant to their zine outcome. 

 consistently manages appropriate established practices with control that are informed by a related 

set of typographic conventions. 

 

At Excellence, students will produce a double-sided A3 Zine that communicates a personal relationship 

with a place of historical significance that: 

 

 demonstrates refined use of media, processes, and techniques relevant to their zine outcome. 

 demonstrates refined use of appropriate established practices with proficiency that are informed by 

a related set of typographic conventions. 

 


